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On-demand Resource Allocation Policies for Computational Steering Support in Grids Amril Nazir, Hao Liu, Søren-Aksel Sørensen Department of Computer Science, University College London, Gower Street, WC1E 6BT, UK. {a.nazir, h.liu, s.sorensen}@cs.ucl.ac.uk For applications involving user interaction like computational steering applications, limitations (1) and (2) cannot be ignored. Firstly, acquiring prior knowledge of task execution time is not always possible for computational steering applications as the execution behavior change at run-time. Hence, it is not possible to acquire knowledge of task execution prior to its execution. Secondly, even if resources can be guaranteed upon initial application start-up, the dynamic nature of grid environment necessitates a constant evaluation of the application needs, of resources’ availability, and an efficient reallocation strategy. Thirdly, advance reservations employ re-evaluation of resources with the time constraints when there has been a time conflict or a contract violation, until an optimal agreement is reached. The re-evaluation process is very costly and time consuming, particularly with the restrictions and policies imposed at external domains. In systems with a large number of nodes, the probability of failure significantly increases. This causes considerable performance degradation for resource allocation. Hence, the management system scales badly when the number of sites and nodes increase. Our strategy is to introduce a system that enables a running Grid application to re-negotiate the computational resources assigned to it at run-time. Ondemand resource allocation implies the need for effective resource allocation and efficient load balancing decisions. The overall system should be able (1) to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of resource availabilities, and (2) to expand in size without changing either its overall structure or the internals of any of its components, thereby providing scalability. This involves having the overall system to be self-configured and to be resilient to failures, and to alleviate any unnecessary increased load on any of the system’s components. In this paper, we examine alternating strategies and policies for our proposed on-demand resource management system. The proposed policies should increase the effectiveness and the management of resources, and should benefit the applications from the more effective use of the all available resources. We focus on the two novel resource allocation policies namely, the meta-scheduling speculative evaluation and direct speculative evaluation. We compare the two policies with the advance reservation policy and show



Abstract We propose an infrastructure for resource management in the Grids with two novel resource allocation strategies and compare them to the most common policy of advance reservation. An advance reservation approach utilizes a fixed execution time penalty for reserving resources at specific times in the future. Alternatively, our allocation strategies rely on the frequently dynamic information of node availabilities to make on-demand allocation decisions based on the most frequently updated information. We investigate the effectiveness of our approach in terms of performance, system utilization, and access accuracy. We demonstrate that, by placing full trust to each system component, this results in an increased performance in serving application requests without causing severe accuracy and performance degradation, as the number of nodes and requests increases.



1. Introduction In Grid computing, advance reservation is an important research area. Advance reservation (AR) policies guarantee the availability of resources to the applications during specified time period. Hence, accuracy is the most important metric in advance reservation policy. Most previous work in advance reservations has revolved around selecting a set of resources in the Grid pool as long as there are no time conflicts. Thus, when there has been a time conflict or a contract violation, resources have to be re-evaluated under the appropriate time constraints until an optimal agreement is reached. GARA and DUROC architectures were the initial works on advance reservation that define a basic architecture [1]. Experiments [2, 3, 4] have been carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the AR approach for workflows and batch-type jobs. However, the experimental model have limitations: (1) it assumes prior knowledge of task execution time for each task prior to its execution, and (2) it assumes that reserved tasks would not be subject to failure and are to start on time as specified by the user.
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that they produce superior results in terms of performance with reasonable degree of accuracy.



2. Related Work



3.1. Resource Registration



Globus’ GARA [1] presents the first concept of advance reservation through co-reservation and coallocation agents that an application can use to dynamically acquire resources with QoS constraints. Condor-G [4] takes a similar approach to matchmaking. A mechanism is offered for applications to requests resources (in form of Class Ads) from a set of ClassAds advertised by resources. Our policies are different to Condor-G. We use hierarchical scheduling scheme (metascheduling speculative evaluation policy) and distributed resource allocation scheme (direct speculative evaluation policy), rather than relying on centralized resources matchmaking. Moreover, upon matchmaking, our policies do not need to inform the applications and individual nodes (resources) of the match. These are subtle differences but such simple differences can significantly affect the overall system performance especially for advance reservation based scenario. Service Level Agreements (or SLAs) [6] have been introduced to coordinate multiple resources simultaneously with an acceptable agreement between these resources. Similar to our approach, SLAs allow the applications to re-negotiate for compute resources at runtime. For instance, SNAP [6] negotiation mechanism proposes a negotiation protocol for task submission with network QoS guarantee. It is based on layered negotiation protocol that generates optimal allocation offers to efficiently reach an agreement. The agreement typically encodes and application constraints requirements as quality of service (QoS) metrics. Despite similarities with the SLAs, there are a number of differences that differentiate our work from the SLA methodology. In contrast to advance reservation and SLAs, our resource management system does not coordinate access to multiple resources simultaneously. Rather we introduce a mechanism that the applications may use to interact directly with the management system. Unlike SLAs, our negotiation process is interactive and the allocation decision is carried out independently of application starting and end times e.g. budget constraints. The meta-scheduler does not perform application-level scheduling information nor does it optimize resource allocation based on application’s QoS parameters.



In the work presented in the report, we assume that nodes have a priori knowledge about the location of the management services’ for them to register their interests with. JINI [9] and P2P [10] systems are the ideal candidates in achieving this. JINI enables nodes to publish themselves by announcing and publishing their availability and presence to the network via multicast. These nodes can then be discovered by the information services (IS) at the initial stage of deployment. Alternatively, peer-to-peer (P2P) systems also provide the mechanisms for resource discovery without prior knowledge of system components’ locations.



3.2. Resource Discovery Our aim is to provide support for running applications that provide interactive services like computational steering. This implies that the applications should have the ability to request resources at any time during their execution. This allows the application to define its own execution behavior. For example, the application is able to request at any given time during its execution, and submit processes/tasks to the allocated nodes. Once a node has been allocated as a result of a resource request, the application may then establish communication to the allocated nodes for application-level scheduling and/or deployment. The resource management system in Grids does not carry out any application-level scheduling and migration decisions on behalf of the application. Moreover, in this paper, we do not investigate the application performance, as this depends on the application’s own characteristics and its behavior during execution. In our model, we assume that adequate resources are available to serve all application requests. Hence, the applications do not compete because there are too few resources. Rather, we are interested in how our system can manage all of the available resources in the Grid in the most efficient way. In a large-scale resource sharing, if P processors are available, and applications app1 and



app2 both require



P −1



processors, then both cannot be



executed concurrently with the best performance, as it may not be possible to obtain optimal performance for multiple applications simultaneously [11]. Thus, in our system, each node will only be allocated to a request at any one time to prevent CPU starvation. Let R be the total number of the resources in the Grid. If the number of requests made by an application i



3. Architectural Framework We present a framework for large-scale resource sharing in the Grids in this section.
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information service receives the information from nodes that contact it and registers the information to its registry. Upon registering, the information service sends an acknowledgment message to the registered nodes. Subsequently, the registered nodes will periodically send an update message to each of the information service at T second(s) intervals. The information services go through a similar procedure with the meta-scheduler. Each information service also sends a message to the meta-scheduler at the initialization stage with the following information: (1) a unique information service’ ID and (2) each resource category rc and its capacity avrc . An update message is



is represented as request (i ) and if required (i ) represents the number of nodes/processors required by the application i , then the following relation is preferred: ∑ i =1 required (i) ≤ ∑ i =1 request (i) ≤ R . However, this relation may not be valid during busy and high traffic periods of resource requests. Let S represents a number of service points. λ be the average arrival rate, and μ be the average service rate. The traffic congestion peak p , therefore has to be kept below 1.0 in order to achieve a steady state ( p =



λ μ ×S



< 1 ). Alternatively, the



total arrival rate of the application requests must also be less than the total service rate, λ < μ × S .



also produces when resources are released by the applications. Requests that are generated by the applications are sent directly to the meta-scheduler. Hence, the meta-scheduler receives all incoming application requests and performs resource allocation based exclusively on the most recent updated information from category rc information and its availabilities avrc . Permits pn are generated with the



4. Communication Characterization The communication bandwidth is allocated in equal shares among all flows through a link. For each network link i , each has a link lk with communication bandwidth C . Each sending message is allocated to equal share of bandwidth as follows: 1 BAlloc ( Si , lk ) = , nlk Clk



node n information to enable the application to establish communication with specified information services. Resources are arbitrary chosen according to a FCFS (First Come First Serve) policy by the meta-scheduler. Upon receiving the permits, information services perform detailed matchmaking and allocate the actual nodes for the application to use. The primary benefit of the meta-scheduling policy is its potential for increased fairness and efficient management of resources. The meta-scheduler can be extended to enable intelligent resource allocation with sophisticated load-balancing capability. In this paper, we concentrate on a simple match-making scenario. The complexities of the request queries are not evaluated. The speculative evaluation policy can be more formally described by the following procedure:



where nlk is the number of information messages passed through a link lk and each of the messages originates at source Si , i ∈ {1, ..., n1 } .



5. Resource Strategies



Allocation



and



Evaluation



We now describe the allocation policies employed in our architecture in this section.



5.1. Meta-scheduling Speculative Evaluation The basic idea of our meta-scheduling policy is to make use of frequent information updates to make rapid decisions on resource allocation. Thus we essentially reduce the response time for on-demand request requests by estimating the availabilities of nodes. This policy follows a hierarchical updating scheme. The metascheduler is constantly updated with the latest information regarding the total number of resources available for each resource category. Information services are also updated frequently of the nodes availabilities. Upon joining the system, a node n announces itself to a known local information service (within multicast range) in the cluster with the following information: (1) the node’s unique ID, (2) the resource specification belonging to this particular node (including resource capacity), and (3) the node’s location (host address). Each



Step 1: Initialization (1) N : N = {n1 ,..., ni } , where node



n = {nid , spec, addr} ∣ nid = nodeID, spec = requestSpec, addr = hostAddress IS : IS = {s1 , ..., sn }{InformationServices}



(2) For ∀n ∈ N : SendRegistration( R{nrc , avrc }) to si . (3) ScheduleDatabaseRegistration ( R{rc , avrc }) to



upon receiving registration R{nrc , avrc } . Step 2: Resource Requests For each request req generates by app , send the following request requirements specreq to the metascheduler ms . Let nr be the number of requests
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resources randomly from resource category rc with avrc ≥ 1 that matches specreq . Resource availabilities are



generated by application i . Let nrec be the number of matched resources received for a request req . Subsequently, send ( avrc , R{rc, avrc } ) to ms .



then updated (update avrc from rc ). Step 4: Accept Resources – Results (matched resources) are returned to the Client. For each request received, if (∑ rec nrec ≥ ∑ r nr ) then do not accept any more



Step 3: Resource query and update state - For reqi , resources are queried according to the specreq . Metascheduler (MS) chooses resources randomly from resource category rc with avrc ≥ 1 that matches specreq .



requests. Notify the sender immediately by sending ACK messages to release additional resources. Otherwise, accept incoming resources until (∑ i Rrec (i ) = ∑ i Rreq ) .



Meta-scheduler then performs update on its cache (update avrc from rc ) by avrc − nreq . Step 4: Generate permit - The meta-scheduler generates a permit for each node and pn n submits ({reqapp ,{rc, avrc }}, avrc ∈ {1, ..., n}) to the



5.3. Advance Reservation



application. Step 5: Application receives permitUpon receiving the permit pn , application establishes



Advance Reservation (AR) is a process of requesting resources for use at a specific time in the future [5]. AR policy is enforced to guarantee the availability of resources to the applications at the required times. AR emphasizes on the guarantee of a number of resources at specific time period. Hence, accuracy is the most important metric in advance reservation policy. Globus’ GRAM (Globus Architecture for Reservation and Allocation) component is an example of the use of advance reservation policy for guaranteeing end-to-end quality of service (QoS). We consider this policy as the benchmark against which we compare the other two policies. Our advance reservation policy follows approaches by Smith [5] and Sulistio [7] that employs the two-phase commit reservation model for guaranteeing access to resources. In this policy, the meta-scheduler first discovers the set of all matching resources from the information services (IS). The IS returns the query results and the meta-scheduler checks the discovered resources against the new request for time conflicts; by discovering resources that conflict with the new request. Once there is no conflict to be found, the meta-scheduler generates a permit and sends it to the application. Upon receiving the permit from the meta-scheduler, the application directly interacts with the resource to confirm (to commit) its interest. Upon confirmation, the node further notifies the agreement to the meta-scheduler. The complete procedure for this policy is as follows: Step 1: Initialization - for each request req generates by app , submit the following request req to the meta-



communication with the n nodes from the information given from the permit (addrn ) .



5.2. Direct Speculative Evaluation In the direct speculative evaluation policy, there is no notion of meta-scheduler. In a large-scale Grid network, a centralized meta-scheduler may not be feasible due to the dynamic nature of the Grid. Hence, we investigate the possibility of neglecting the meta-scheduler in favor of direct querying of the information services. Under this policy, application requests are sent directly to the information services for matchmaking. Information services receive incoming application requests and allocate resources randomly from their databases based on application requirements. To prevent starvation of resources, a negotiation client is introduced to monitor the number of resources being allocated by the information services. Thus, upon receiving the correct amount of resources, the negotiation client immediately sends a periodic notification message to the information services to release unused resources. The direct speculative evaluation policy is defined as follows: Step 1: Follows Step 1 in section 5.1 Step 2: Resource Requests - Let nr be the number of requests generated by appireq . Let nrec be the number of



scheduler. Let nr be the number of resources requested



resources received for a request req . For each request req generates by app , submit the following request requirements specreq by send ( avrc , R{rc, avrc } ) to each



by application i . Let nrec be the number of matched resources received for a request req . Hence, RSi ( req ), i ∈ {1, ..., nrec } represents the number of matched resources returned by the IS for request req .



of the information service is . Step 3: For reqi , resources are queried according to the specreq . Each of the information services is chooses
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As well as measuring the response time, we also assess the correctness of the system’s decisions when allocating resources. More precisely, if nreq be the number of



Step 2: Resource Discovery and AR negotiation - For each request, performs resource discovery for request req to the relevant information services based on application specreq . The information services return the



resources requested by application i and n fail the number



matched resources of RSi ( req ), i ∈ {1, ..., nrec } . Step 3: AR negotiation - The meta-scheduler directly communicates with each of the matched resources RSi ( req ) to verify whether each of the resources can support AR and further waits for acknowledgements. If a resource can support AR, the resource sends a ACK message to notify the meta-scheduler that advance reservation can be supported. The meta-scheduler receives the ACK message and it further waits until it receives the total number of resources required. Upon receiving the resources, the meta-scheduler performs additional checking for any time conflict as described in [7].



of allocated resources which have been blocked due to the inaccuracies of resource allocation, then and system accuracy can be measured as:



∑ req



.



The system



utilization of the system can be measured as:



∑ i nreq ∑r



,



which is strongly related to the response time. Resources utilization is another metrics to evaluate the performance of the overall system. Sometimes resource utilization is 


6. Assessment of Performance The system can be measured according to different characteristics such as the cost, complexity, flexibility and performance. In this study, we aim to focus on the flexibility, performance and scalability. The system’s flexibility is demonstrated by its ability to adapt to the application needs throughout application execution.



7. Simulation Framework We use CLOWN to evaluate the performance of our resource allocation policies. CLOWN is a discrete event simulation package written in C++. We describe below the simulation framework and the workload parameter settings. Our simulation model consists of a number of components: the application, the negotiation client, the meta-scheduler, and the information services, and the individual nodes. We model our system infrastructure as a set of multiple administrative domains (sites). Each site comprises a number of information services; a metascheduler, each associated with a site; and a site is associated with a number of nodes with heterogeneous computational resources. A site is controlled by a metascheduler and is adhered to its local policy. For metascheduling speculative evaluation policy, a metascheduler acts as an entry point for an application to submit its requests. The meta-scheduler receives resource requests from the application module and forwards them to the relevant information services where the queries are carried out. For direct speculative policy, requests are forwarded directly to the information services without the meta-scheduler. Each component in the simulation is modeled as a single m/m/1 queue. Each information service in its corresponding is hierarchically linked with external information services. The information service offers a resource discovery mechanism that manages dynamic information of registered nodes. There are h heterogeneous and independent nodes at each site s and



6.1. Minimize the Response Time We measure the mean time elapsed between a query request and the time when the application receives the result from the system ( Preq = Trec − Treq ). This measurement effectively represents the delay introduced by the application, the middleware system and the network overhead. Furthermore, the comparative performance efficiency will be defined req Trec −Treq = ∑ i =1nreq . ∑ i =1 nreq n



as P



∑ i n fail



6.2. Maximize Accuracy, System Utilization and Resource Utilization By enforcing its time conflict policy, the advance reservation guarantees that only one task is assigned to a node at specific time. The time conflict policy often introduces resource starvation in the long run, which in turns would result in low utilization on a large-scale Grid. Our node access policies do not attempt to achieve 100% guarantee to resources explicitly. The system merely estimates the number of resources available for each resource category and makes decisions based on that information.
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sites are interconnected by a high speed network with negligible communication delays.



Request arrival distribution (1) Request arrival distribution (2) Number of Sites Number of nodes per site Resource Allocation service time Update message service time Matching making service time Periodic Update interval Number of Concurrent Applications



8. Experimental Setup For the simulation experiments, we model 1024-nodes of Intel Pentium, SGI Origin and Sun Ultra machines as simulated Grid resource characteristics. Resource sharing is simulated by permitting concurrent and parallel applications to make requests for resources to the resource management system throughout the simulation run. For both the advance reservation and meta-scheduler speculative evaluation, the applications submit their requirements along with their QoS constraints to the meta-scheduler. For the direct speculative policy, the negotiation client is introduced to manage matched resources on behalf of the application. Moreover, under the direct speculative approach, the QoS constraints and requirements are forwarded to the information services that query for suitable matches. The parallel tasks are directly controlled by the application module. The applications are able to control execution behavior during their execution, and once the matched resources are returned, the applications may directly access them. Hence, our simulation model is capable of handling both non-preemptable and preemptable parallel tasks. For both direct and meta-scheduling speculative policies, resource allocations are based on the most recent resource availability information. The strategy is to select nodes that match application requirements from the clusters in such a way that the response time is minimized.



Poisson with mean inter-arrival time 0.5s. 5, 10, and 50 nodes per request 3 520 0.2sec per query 0.2sec per query 0.173sec per query [12] 0.5 sec 5, 10, 50, and 100



performance and the system utilization of the system compared to AR approach. A simple network involving 3 fully connected sites with a total of 520 resources (nodes) in each site is used. The meta-scheduler is modeled as a single open queuing network with high-speed processing power. As discussed previously, the meta-scheduler receives constant update of resource availabilities from the information services (IS), grouped by (1) resource availabilities and (2) resource categories. Upon receiving a resource request, the meta-scheduler performs resource allocation based on the most recent information of (1) and (2). Similarly, the information services also receive periodically update of information availability from registered nodes. Table 1 lists the set of experimental parameters including their values of our event-based simulated environment and of our policies (including advance reservation policy). We define a fixed number of nodes for each simulation run. The inter-arrival and service time for each component in the system are modeled as independent random variables from exponential distributions with mean m minute for the inter-arrival times and mean m minute for the service times. Upon receiving a reply, the application uses the node address extracted from the received permit to establish communication with a node. It establishes communication with the node for a minute (release rate 60 T ) before it releases the node back to the system.



8.1. Workload Model and Parameter Settings We run trials for each of the policies for 1200 T simulated seconds. A synthetic workload is used to evaluate the performance of the policy disciplines. This is characterized by the following parameters: • The number of applications and the distribution of the number of requests made by each application at each trial run. For each trial run, resources requests are generated by multiple applications simultaneously with batch arrivals and Poisson distribution. We study the performance of the resource allocation policies using different values of arrival distribution. • The effect of the delays in the information flow between various components in the management system. Advance reservation involves direct negotiation with nodes to acquire guarantee on resources while our policies enforce a full trust to the management system to make resource allocation decisions without direct negotiation with nodes. We study the effect our policies have on the overall



9. Experimental Results This section presents the impact our policies on the overall performance of the system and the effectiveness of system’s resource usage. We ran each experiment for 1200 T simulation time and were repeated many times to obtain small confidence intervals for the performance and utilization metrics.



9.1. Response Time In general, direct speculative policy performs the best in terms of response time and advance reservation performs the worse. The meta-scheduler performs slightly
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worse than the direct policy but still significantly better than advance reservation. The direct speculative policy generates minimal information transfer as the application needs only send request directly to the information services. The direct speculative policy gives better response time at the initial execution of the simulation trial. However, we observe major delays of response time as the number of requests increase. In particular, the delays are observable when multiple resource requests arrive in batches. When requests arrive in batches, requests have to wait until unused resources are released by the negotiation client; in effect the information services become overloaded. This effect leads to long queues to the particular information services and hence a degradation in performance. This suggests that (1) the available bandwidth in the network highly affects the response time, and (2) the high proportion of requests that arrive in batches increase the response time. This sensitivity to the number of requests arrive in batches is a significant problem for direct speculative policy However, given the high availability to network bandwidth, we observe that the response time for direct speculative policy performs remarkably better by 15%. The advance reservation approach gives the worse average performance even when there is no conflict. This is due to overheads imposed by the two-phase commit process and constant resource re-evaluation. Surprisingly, the advance reservation policy gives better performance as the number of requests increase in batch arrivals. This demonstrates the reason why advance reservation has been popularly adopted for work-flow type jobs as a very high number of requests arrive in batches, or groups. Nevertheless, advance reservation policy still gives the worse performance with respect to response time in the best case. As shown in Fig. 1, the response time for advance reservation policy does not improve when resources are utilized by 30%. This demonstrates that advance reservation does not offer a reliable approach to resource allocation and it should be avoided at all costs if low response time is very crucial. Meta-scheduler policy gives a steady rate of response time throughout the simulation run. It does not suffer from performance degradation when μ < 0.7. Furthermore, we observe that the response time increases linearly in proportion to number of running application. This shows that the meta-scheduling policy is more reliable than the direct speculative policy as its performance does not affect greatly when system resources are highly utilized. This observed steady behavior is due to the high availabilities of nodes information acquired by the meta-scheduler from the information services.



9.2. Tradeoff between Accuracy and System Utilization The meta-scheduler policy offers system utilization as high as 90% but at the cost of some network overhead due the periodic update of information messages. The meta-scheduler policy however guarantees access to resources at the minimal cost of the response time. Our direct speculative approach also gives 90% accuracy while incurring low utilization to system resources due to long waiting delays overhead of sending ACK messages. However, system utilization in direct speculative evaluation policy decreases exponentially when 70% of resource requests arrive in batches. This indicates that to achieve steady rate of accuracy for 100% within minimal response rate, we would need μ < 0.7. This sensitivity to the number of resources arrive in batches demonstrates the weakness of direct speculative evaluation policy. As expected, advance reservation gives 100% to accuracy due to its constant re-evaluation on resources but this guarantee is achieved at the cost of 70% in performance degradation.



10. Conclusions The simulation results are promising. Direct speculative evaluation gives 88% at best in terms of response time. Similarly, the meta-scheduling policy offers an increase in response time compared to advance reservation even when there is no time conflict overhead for AR. The direct speculative evaluation policy produces a performance improvement of 9% compared to the metascheduling speculative evaluation but only when system resources are μ < 0.7. However, both policies, direct and meta-scheduling speculative evaluation perform marginally better than the advance reservation (AR) policy. In particular, both policies offer minimal response time to resources and are able to handle the heterogeneity of node information and node capacity effectively compared to the sophisticated scheme of advance reservation. This is because the allocation strategies only rely on the frequently updated information of node availabilities to formulate allocation decisions on-demand. It does not require an expensive re-evaluation on resources to guarantee access on resources. Second, they are fully deterministic and provide correct solutions over the possible matches in the database without significant delays. This implicitly gives an accuracy of over 90% of guarantee to resources when node information is updated at the rate of 0.5 sec of each interval. In a real system, this can be used to improve the decision making process and the system may accumulate
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No. of Concurrent Applications: 12



novel resource allocation policies proposed in this paper will remain valid for all type of requests. Our next aim for this research is to test our policies with real traces and data sets from Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) applications. CFD applications are known to have dynamic resource requirements throughout their execution, and thus, it would be interesting to study the impact of the degree of our policies on these applications.
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Fig. 1. Average response time (in seconds) vs. number of requests generated by parallel applications



more frequent information of resource availabilities to improve accuracies. Most importantly, our policies only enforce update on two parameters: (1) resource availabilities status and (2) recent changes made to resource specifications. Furthermore, the policies are relatively simple as they only involve simple flow of information messages between various components. It is interesting to consider why our relatively simple policies to resource allocation perform so well. It should be noted that our approach does not try to provide guarantee to simultaneous and multiple resources (unlike advance reservation policy), but merely to obtain speculative information of resource availabilities together with valid estimates of approximate accuracies on access to resources. Indeed, for direct speculative policy, the accuracy for guaranteeing access to any given resource can be poor at times when network delays are observable, but the flexibility provided from having not to enforce any guarantee on resources has enabled the system to perform relatively fast in making decisions for resource allocation on a large-scale. These characteristics make our system excellent criteria for computational steering applications that have dynamic resource requirements. Nonetheless, a simple match-making on a resource request is intuitively reasonable in our study. For more complex resource query, we propose a negotiation client to be held responsible for maintaining the quality of service (QoS) of available resources and for resolving any inconsistencies of matched resources that are returned by the meta-scheduler. This will be investigated in a separate publication. In future work, we intend to investigate the sensitivity of our parameter settings and the feasibility of our approach in having the negotiation client as a separate component to take the responsibilities for resolving connection failure resources. By introducing a negotiation client as a separate layer to the resource management system, we hope to show that effectiveness of the two
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